Central nervous regulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis and its impact on fertility, immunity, metabolism and animal welfare – a review

Summary
The paper reviews mechanisms of neuronal control of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis with a view on its impact on performance and welfare. The limbic hippocampal and amygdaloid input to the paraventricular hypothalamic nucleus constitutes the basic intracerebral axis by which emotional stimuli affect the stress response. This axis is the backbone of the HPA feedback loop where hippocampus and amygdala are plastic elements and add the ability of experience dependent adaptation and (emotional) learning. As a result large individual differences of the stress response may occur. The system mutually interacts with the immune system and with hypothalamic cell groups which control metabolism and fertility, explaining the influence of stress on these performance parameters. It is concluded that for the reliable assessment of emotional welfare in (farm-) animals a multitude of physiological and behavioral measures are needed which take into account the highly crosslinked nature of the system.
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Zusammenfassung
Titel der Arbeit: Zentralnervöse Regulation der Hypothalamus-Hypophysen-Nebennierenrindenachse und ihr Einfluss auf Fruchtbarkeit, Immunstatus, Metabolismus und Wohlbefinden – eine Übersicht
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1. Biological function of HPA activity in stress
The aim of this paper is to give the reader an overview of the current understanding of the complex regulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis with its impact on health, fertility, metabolism, and behavioral adaptation. This is, obviously, of particular interest in farm animals where performance and welfare are considerably interfering with (emotional) stress and the resulting coping attempts. Every environment where animals live is to some degree unpredictable. Although some aspects may be quite regular and can be anticipated, like places of feed supply,
the presence of conspecifics or neutral species, the light-dark cycle and so forth, there is also a number of events which may occur unexpectedly. Basically, the strategy of all animals is to predict as many situations as possible and to acquire strategies to cope successfully with them. Some of these strategies may have been developed during phylogeny and, hence, are innate to a species. More or less stereotyped innate behavioral reactions can be found in many so called lower vertebrates but also in many birds, for example chickens which try to hide when a large dark object is seen above them. Also in mammals innate behaviors exist which are provided to eliminate internal (i.e. neuronal, hormonal or nutritional) or external (environmental) disturbances of equilibrium. Any instinctive behavior, as for example in the context of hatching or mating but also following injuries or physical restraint can be understood as being of that type. Learning is the ability of acquiring appropriate actions to challenges where no a priori strategy to cope with exists. As a result new skills emerge which can appropriately be applied later on in similar situations. If skills, learned or innate, are completely suitable to an actual problem, carried out effortlessly and largely automatised the animal appears calm and undisturbed during the performance.

In more general terms: any individual tries to gain control over an initially uncontrolled situation. Thus, a loss of immediate control (may it be over environmental events or over the own body and its perception) is stressing and requires to be abolished. The respective reaction always starts with an increased state of vigilance and the activation of energy stores. This first alert phase of the stress response follows the appearance of an unpredicted situation, or a situation where formerly successfully applied skills do no longer work, or a situation which is known to require activity.

When an animal is confronted with a stressful event there may be cases where coping cannot be finished within a short period. Such situations may occur when prolonged efforts have to be made because the stressor is resistant. In some cases successful measures to cope with them have to be found in a more or less long lasting process applying a trial and error strategy. The contexts of such stressful distracting events and the behavioral strategies which have eventually been able to get rid of them should be learnt in order to be more quickly successful in the next instance. In addition, physiological reactions are necessary that set the body in a state of endurance for a prolonged coping process.

In the light of this it is evident that an active organism must have an equipment that enables it to i) react quickly and immediately to stressors and ii) augments the plasticity of relevant structures in the central nervous system, attenuates non-vital physiological processes and decreases pain perception in order to improve the chance of survival. In vertebrates, the first phase is immediately initiated by the instantaneous activation of the sympathico-adrenomedullary (SAM) system upon the arising event (Fight-Flight-Response). Physiological effects are increases in blood pressure and heart rate, and in the level of circulating glucose as a result of an augmented adrenaline release by the adrenal medulla, and, in addition, the generation of a high level of vigilance, mediated by noradrenaline (JANSEN et al., 1995). The second phase starts with a short delay (typically one to a few minutes) after the onset of the stressor (PALKOVITS, 1987) with the activation of the HPA axis and the release of its endocrine glucocorticoid hormone which is cortisol in most, but not all, vertebrates.
Depending on the activity of the HPA system the ability for learning, immunological responses, food intake and the katabolic-anabolic equilibrium, as well as behavior, fertility and sexual libido can be influenced complexly. SELYE's (1936, 1946) original stress concept assumed a general, non-specific adaptation including the activation of the HPA axis. However, it is now becoming evident that reactions to homeostatic and infectious stressors are able to bypass cognitive evaluation whereas emotional stimuli include the activation of higher forebrain centers (HERMAN and CULLINAN, 1997). This activation is thought to mediate the capacity for enduring negative emotional stimuli (KOOLHAAS et al., 1993). Consequently, in the context of animal welfare the psychological aspect of stress has gained major notice (v. BORELL, 2000).

Several feedback loops within the central nervous system regulate the activity of the HPA axis. They ensure the maintenance of stable glucocorticoid levels while they provide an emergency override in the brain in order to respond to perceived stressors. The central releasers and feedback loops of HPA activity further interact with other hormone control systems which may eventually lead to the side effects of chronic stress.

2. Neural feedback control of the HPA activity

For obvious technical and methodological reasons thorough hodological and neurophysiological studies have only rarely been performed in farm animals. Therefore, most of our knowledge of the neuronal system controlling endocrine reactions is based on rodents and has to be considered for extrapolation on farm animals with care.

A basic feature of the HPA axis is its pronounced nyctohemeral cycle consisting of a pulsatile (ultradian) and 24-h rhythmic (circadian) output (WEITZMAN et al., 1971). Pituitary ACTH release is driven by neuronal pacemakers in the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus (PVN, Fig. 1) whose small celled subdivision gives rise to corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH) and vasopressin (VP) signals to the pituitary portal circulation (WHITNALL, 1993) whereas axons from the large celled part of the PVN project to the neurohypophysis to release VP and oxytocin (for review see AGUILERA, 1998). While CRH seems to be active mainly in the acute phase of stress (BONAZ and RIVEST, 1998) VP is proposed to maintain HPA axis activity after repeated stimulation (LIGHTMAN, 1994).

The PVN is driven by various brainstem, thalamic and forebrain structures (HERMAN and CULLINAN, 1997; DAYAS et al., 2001; MEDINA et al., 2002). Catecholaminergic pathways from the brainstem directly contact PVN neurons and seem to promote HPA responses to mainly physical stress and immune challenges. Further ascending inputs to the PVN originate from the raphé nucleus and the locus coeruleus, the former conveying serotoninergic, the latter noradrenergic signals. Both, however, have only sparse projections to the PVN but predominantly to forebrain centers, including the limbic system. In this context it may be interesting to note that noradrenaline has been seen involved with active behavioral stress coping (JORGENSEN et al., 1985; STODDARD et al., 1986; DE BOER et al., 1990) requiring higher motor and memory centers. This correlates well with the proposed general arousal function of the noradrenergic locus coeruleus (SVENSON, 1992).

Psychogenic stress exerts its excitatory influence on the PVN by activation of the amygdaloid complex (Fig. 1). The prevailing view is that sensory inputs, relayed at
thalamic and higher forebrain levels, reach the lateral and central amygdala. The latter
give rise to efferents to various downstream centers (DAVIS, 1994). For example,
outputs relaying in the lateral thalamus mediate blood pressure reactions while those to
the periaqueductal grey are involved in the control of behavioral aspects of stress,
including vocalisation. Amygdala induced HPA axis activation is triggered by CRH,
which is released by a pathway via the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) to
the PVN.

One of the major structures which interacts with the amygdala is the hippocampus
(Fig. 1). Besides the PVN itself, it belongs to the brain centers with the highest density
of glucocorticoid receptors (MEYER et al., 1998; MATTHEWS, 1998). These
receptors, constituting two types, the high-affinity mineralocorticoid receptor (MR,
type I) and the low-affinity glucocorticoid receptor (GR, type II), are considered to be
the main elements of glucocorticoid feedback regulation in the brain. Since solely free
glucocorticoids are able to cross the blood-brain barrier their amount determines the
strength of the feedback. Occupied cytosolic MR and GR receptors are effective via a
slow genomic mechanism (ZAKON, 1998; KARST et al., 2000) and their action on
neurons is modulatory rather than excitatory or inhibitory. Hence it was found that,
under resting conditions, corticosteroids do not markedly alter neuronal electric
activity. However, if the neurons are activated by the action of neurotransmitter input,
c.f. from higher cognitive centers or the amygdala, the effect of glucocorticoid
modulation becomes apparent. Whereas occupied MRs generally maintain steady
electrical activity brief activation of GRs leads to an influx of calcium which may
slowly reverse temporally raised electrical activity in the hippocampus. The net effects
become apparent after at least an hour but then may last for hours. (JOELS, 2000;
2001).

The hippocampal network with its glucocorticoid receptive neurons exerts an (direct or
indirect) inhibitory input to CRH releasing neurons in the amygdala and PVN. The
details of this negative feedback loop are not completely known but a general scheme
on the basis of neuroanatomy, stimulation and tracing experiments can be outlined
(GRAY, 1993; MAKINO et al., 1994; YOUNG and VAZQUEZ, 1996; PITKÄNEN et
al., 1997; WEIDENFELD et al., 1997, AGUILERA, 1998). The central amygdaloid
nucleus (CA) projects directly and via the BNST to the PVN. Besides in the PVN,
CRH-containing neurons can be found in considerable number in the CA and the
BNST. As well, CRH-receptors (CRHR) are found in neurons of these structures, in
part on those which are themselves CRH-containing, indicating the capability of
autoregulation. The hippocampus exerts its inhibitory drive on the PVN likely via
inhibitory interneurons. In parallel, hippocampal inputs reach the (baso-) lateral
amygdalal (BLA) where they may converge with inputs from non-limbic higher
sensory centers. Besides in the hippocampus, glucocorticoid receptors are present the
CA and the PVN. The occupation of GRs was found to attenuate the effect of electrical
activation of CA cells and hypophysal ACTH release whereas the activation of CRH-
receptors increase the activity of PVN CRH-neurons and of the ACTH secretion in the
anterior pituitary. This suggests a positive CRH-CRHR and a negative glucocorticoid-
GR feedback. The simple negative feedback-model, however, was challenged by VAN
HAARST et al. (1997). Based on their results that, at the diurnal corticosteroid peak in
rats, intracerebroventricular applied corticosteroid antagonists increased while
hippocampal injections decreased ACTH release, they suggested a negative feedback
via hypothalamic GRs and a positive feedback by the hippocampal GRs. This would be consistent with a model where excitatory hippocampal outputs contact inhibitory interneurons of the PVN and projection neurons as well as inhibitory interneurons in the amygdala. Depending on the specific stressor and amygdaloid microcircuits shaped by individual experience the hippocampus may more effectively inhibit or excite the CRH-response from the CA.

It should be mentioned that also in the nucleus coeruleus CRHR can be found so that the immediate noradrenergic stress response could be further enhanced by this structure projecting to the CA and the PVN. It is evident that treatment, species and/or individual variations of the gains and the time constants in these feedback loops may account for different responses to acute or chronic psychological stress found in many studies on the reactivity of the HPA axis (DESAUTES et al., 1999; KANITZ et al., 1999; PERREAU et al., 1999; LADEWIG, 2000; OTTEN et al., 2001; 2002). Individual- and species-specific transitions between permissive, suppressive, stimulatory and preparative states define the basal level, the overshoot prevention and the rebound release of a prolonged stress response with its long term consequences (SAPOLSKY et al., 2000).

Chronically elevated glucocorticoid levels in rodents, pigs and likely also in humans are able to modify the concentration of their intracellular receptors in elements of the feedback loop, especially in the hippocampus (SUTANO et al., 1996; VÁZQUEZ et al., 1996; KANITZ et al., 1998; BUWALDA et al., 2001; WELBERG and SECKL, 2001). Such elevated levels may result from chronic stress or regulative disorders and they are able to down-regulate MRs and GRs in the hippocampus and in the hypothalamus. Up- or down-regulations of receptors are thought to be indicative of low or high amounts of available glucocorticoid. Regulation helps to maintain homeostasis, as fewer receptors, which are almost all occupied, should result in a similar neuronal output as many receptors, which are occupied only in part but are able to catch any available glucocorticoid molecule. Thus, up-regulation increases feedback sensitivity while glucocorticoid levels are low, whereas down-regulated receptors decrease sensitivity. A complete and sustained lack of glucocorticoids, however, results also in downregulation of GRs in rats, since in adrenalectomized animals a marked decrease of brain GR-mRNA and the disappearance of GR-immunoreactivity have been found (HU et al., 1997). The regulation of intracellular glucocorticoid receptors is apparently mediated by an interaction of the receptor with the 70 kDa heat shock protein (HSP70) and with the receptor-associating protein 46 (RAP46) that regulates the transactivation function of several steroid receptors (SCHNEIKERT et al., 2000).

Also the circadian and pulsatile rhythm of the HPA axis, besides being synchronized by optic inputs via the suprachiasmatic nucleus (ASCHOFF, 1984; SAGE et al., 2002) is likely to be controlled by the properties of the multiple feedback loops in the brain and basically influenced by MRs while GR-effects tune the peak activity (REUL et al., 1987). The importance of the glucocorticoid feedback for the generation of rythmical HPA dynamics was demonstrated in humans in an experimental low-feedback paradigm which resulted in reduced amplitude of nyctohemeral cortisol rhythm by 45% and a 7.1 h delay of the cortisol maximum (acrophase). The effect on ACTH secretion was an 12-fold amplification of the secretory burst mass, yielding a higher percentage of pulsatile ACTH with only minor effects on the nonpulsatile ACTH.
secretion, burst frequency, and burst duration. In addition, the ACTH pulses occurred more regularly, indicating a chaotic influence of the intact feedback on pulsatile ACTH secretion (VELDHUIS et al., 2001). Accordingly it can be demonstrated in mathematical simulations that the complex cortisol feedback inhibition of CRH/VP and ACTH production via time-delayed concentration-dependent and rate-sensitive mechanisms is able to mediate the dynamic homeostasis of the HPA axis by nonlinear and time-delayed signal interchanges (KEENAN et al., 2001).

Fig. 1: Frontal section through a pig brain at the level indicated below. It includes some major elements of central regulation of HPA and HPG axis. amy: amygdala; arc: N. arcuatus; bnst: bed nucleus of stria terminalis; hip: hippocampus; me: median eminence; pvn: paraventricular nucleus of hypothalamus (Frontalschnitt durch das Gehirn eines Schweines an der unten skizzierten Stelle. Die Schnittebene enthält wichtige Elemente für die Regulation der HPA- und HPG-Achsen. amy: Amygdala; arc: Nucleus arcuatus; bnst: Bed nucleus der Stria terminalis; hip: Hippocampus; me: Eminentia medialis; pvn: Nucleus paraventricularis hypothalami)

3. Regulatory and modulatory effects of HPA-axis activation on fertility, metabolism, immunity, and behavior

It is beyond the scope of this paper to review in detail the large amount of research on the complex relationships and modulatory influences of the HPA axis upon the control of various endocrine, immunological and behavioral regulations. Instead, the intention is to supply a rough overview of the main elements and sites of interaction in order to give an impression of a network that to date is still far from being completely understood.

CRH is the main intracerebral messenger of the HPA axis and triggers the synthesis of ACTH and β-endorphine from proopiomelanocortin (POMC) in the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus and the nucleus of the solitary tract as well as in the anterior pituitary (RIVIER and RIVEST, 1991). Therefore, the interaction of this neuro-hormonal system with networks regulating reproduction, metabolism, immunity, and (learning-) behavior will be in the center of interest.

Fertility

The negative influence of stress on female reproduction system has been known for a long time in humans and animals (BROADHURST, 1960, MOBERG, 1980; ADAMS et al., 1985; DOBSON and SMITH, 2000). To a lesser extent a similar situation may also exist in males (COLLU et al., 1984; RABIN et al., 1988; RIVIER and RIVEST,
An attenuated release of luteinizing hormone (LH) resulting from sustained stress has consistently been observed. Although opioids may play a major role in stress mediated modulation of fertility (SYLVESTER et al., 1982; GOODMAN et al., 1995; OKRASA and KALAMARZ, 1996), particularly in males an inhibitory effect of glucocorticoids on testicular function has been found in vivo and in vitro (BAMBINO and HSUEH, 1981; WELSH et al., 1982). However, continuously elevated levels of glucocorticoids may also adversely influence the activity of the hypothalamo-pituitary-gonadal (HPG) axis in human females (YEN, 1986). A similar result in sheep has been gained recently demonstrating that continuously administered cortisol impairs follicular development (MACFARLANE et al., 2000).

Neurons that contain gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) are scattered throughout the hypothalamus with, in the rat, highest density in the medial preoptic area (MPOA) and the median eminence (ME, Fig. 1) whose neurons give rise to terminals at pituitary portal blood vessels (THIÉRY and MARTIN, 1991). GnRH from the ME then signals the release of luteinizing hormone (LH) from the pituitary. In various studies CRH has been found to inhibit this release by direct or indirect action (for review see RIVIER and RIVEST, 1991; RIVEST and RIVIER, 1993; CHROUSOS et al., 1998). Contrary to the inhibition by the HPA axis, noradrenergic input dose dependently stimulates GnRH secretion (PARVIZI and ELLENDORFF, 1982). The effect is complex and may involve several neuronal dopaminergic systems which may mutually augment or attenuate each other (THIÉRY and MARTIN, 1991; HERBISON, 1997). This may in part explain the transient LH rise sometimes measured in acute stress situations. However, this beneficial effect is abolished by sustained stress when HPA activity overrides.

The MPOA receives direct CRH nerve terminals from the PVN and the CA, and CRH inhibits MPOA GnRH neurons as well as ME GnRH release so that these hypothalamic sites appear to be major centers for the interaction of the HPA axis with the central controllers of the reproductive system (Fig. 2). Besides direct CRH inhibition a β-endorphine mediated attenuation of GnRH release is observed which mainly originates from the arcuate nucleus (Fig. 1) that projects to the ME and the MPOA and in turn receives excitatory CRH input. In addition, sustained excessive glucocorticoid levels may affect LH secretion by direct pituitary action (SAKAKURA et al., 1975). The negative net effect of CRH on fertility may be the main reason for fertility impairments often observed coincidently with poor welfare.

Metabolism

Similar relationships exist between the HPA axis and metabolic control (Fig. 2). Corticosteroids exert dose dependent effects on food intake and energy expenditure. At lower doses they stimulate food intake (DEVENPORT et al., 1989) which may result in obesity. Hence, maladaptation to chronic stress has been claimed to be a reason for hyperphagia and obesity in humans (BJORNTORP, 1991). At high pharmacological doses, however, corticosteroids decrease food intake and body weight. This correlates with the induction of the leptin (ob) gene in the fat tissue (DE VOS et al., 1995; SLIEKER et al., 1996).

The adipocyte-derived katabolic peptide hormone leptin interacts with the HPA (as well as with the HPG) axis (LICINIO et al., 1997). CRH plays a central role in food
intake and energy homeostasis and is a mediator of the catabolic effect of leptin (UEHARA et al., 1998). Accordingly, CRH administered directly to the brain reduces food intake in various mammals, including sheep (RUCKEBUSCH and MALBERT, 1986) and, vice versa, leptin stimulates the HPA axis. There are also dependences of leptin secretion on parturition states and infections, and central mechanisms may in part also be responsible for these effects (INGVARTSEN and BOISCLAIR, 2001). Receptors for leptin are expressed by neurons in the hypothalamic arcuate nucleus that project to the PVN (SCHWARTZ et al., 2000). Leptin may suppress the HPA axis by an inhibition of CRH and adrenocortical glucocorticoid secretion (HEIMAN et al., 1997; BORNSTEIN et al., 1997) but contradictory results have been reported (INUI, 1999) which indicates a complex and probably species dependent interaction, and in fact there are some species differences in the secretion mode and effects of leptin. While rodents and humans display diurnal changes in leptin secretion this has not been observed in sheep, and leptin deficiency in rodents, but not in humans, results in hypothermia, hyperinsulinaemia, and hypercorticism (VERNON et al., 2001). In the ewe, leptin does not affect normal insulin, glucose and cortisol levels and increases plasma lactate and nonesterified fatty acids. This indicates a state of negative energy balance where leptin induced low feed intake is not accompanied by endocrine effects (HENRY et al., 1999).

Neuropeptide Y (NPY) is an opponent of leptin and is likely to stimulate CRH release by the PVN. In the arcuate nucleus of rats and sheep leptin and NPY are colocalized (HAKANSSON et al., 1998; WILLIAMS et al., 1999). NPY-neurons in the arcuate nucleus are inhibited by CRH and leptin and modulated by β-endorphine and serotonin (for review see KRYSIAK at al., 1999; INUI, 2001). In rat, glucocorticoid is required for NPY to increase food intake and may produce obesity symptoms (JEANRENAUD and ROHNER-JEANRENAUD, 2000), an effect probably elicited by decreased CRH as a result of augmented negative feedback. It has been found in addition that NPY in the amygdala is able to reduce experimentally induced anxiety in the rat (HEILIG et al., 1994) and that amygdala intrinsic NPY neurons display decreased NPY mRNA levels after restraint stress (THORSELL et al., 1998). Hence, NPY may override fear in a hungry animal.

Immunity

There is now overwhelming evidence that mental stress may be detrimental to health and the resistance to infections in man and animals. Although the experimental results are not completely uniform (for review see MCEWEN et al., 1997) it appears that chronic uncontrollable stress is most hazardous to immunity whereas efforts which eventually result in successful coping may be immune-supporting (TUCHSCHERER et al., 1998; PETERS et al., 1999).

To a large deal, though not exclusively, immune reactions to stress are due to the modulating function of the HPA axis (MCEWEN et al., 1997; OLFF, 1999; PETERS et al., 1999; TUCHSCHERER and MANTEUFFEL, 2000). Adrenal steroids exert major influence on the cytokine production. They inhibit various types of interleukines and tumor necrosis factor (TNF). Further, IL-2 driven proliferation of lymphocytes is inhibited, probably by an inhibition of the respective receptor (BATUMAN et al., 1994). Glucocorticoids are further able to supress antigen specific responses of T lymphocytes in humans (FAUCI and DALE, 1974), and the generation of cytotoxic T
lymphocytes has been found to be impaired by stress in mice (KUSNECOV et al., 1992) and pigs (KANITZ et al., 2002).

An important task of glucocorticoids is the control of the distribution of leucocytes. They are thought to signal specific immune cells to exit the peripheral blood and enter lymphatic and other tissue. Thus, this redistribution may have significant consequences for the ability of the immune system to perform its surveillance and effector functions (MCEWEN et al., 1997). In accordance with this, stressed animals have shown an increased amount of leucocytes in the skin before and after an antigenic challenge (DHABHAR and MCEWEN, 1996).

Although the precise interactions of glucocorticoids with the immune system are far from being completely understood the situation is even worse with the other major secretagogue of the HPA axis, ACTH (adrenocorticotropic hormone). It seems that the effects of ACTH on immune cells is complexly influenced by various factors, such as its concentration and the presence and amount of cytokines. It may exert direct and indirect effects at several levels, like modulation of signal transduction or influencing the cellular production of growth and differentiation factors (OTTAVIANI et al., 1999).

The immune system acts on and is modulated by the HPA axis via central and peripheral mechanisms (for reviews see JONES and KENNEDY, 1993; KARALIS et al., 1997; MCEWEN et al., 1997). The majority of studies suggest that direct stimulation of hypothalamic CRH by cytokines, such as interleukin (IL-1), tumor necrosis factor (TNF-\(\alpha\)), and interferon (IFN-\(\alpha\)) secreted by macrophages, is the principal route by which immune activation stimulates the HPA axis. However, in chronic inflammatory states, like in chronic stress conditions, the activation of the HPA axis is maintained by increased hypothalamic VP secretions, whereas CRH increase is observed in the initial state of the infectious disease. Peripheral cytokines may reach the central nervous system (CNS) either directly using specific transporters to cross the blood-brain barrier or may trigger intra-CNS cytokine production. After infection cytokines are expressed in much larger quantities than normally within the CNS (CONNOR and LEONARD, 1998).

On CNS-levels cytokines may act via stimulation of the arcuate nucleus and the PVN where high affinity receptors for IL-1 have been detected. Immunoneutralization of these receptors has been found to inhibit the IL-1 stimulated ACTH release from the pituitary (RIVIER et al., 1989). It should also be mentioned that lymphocytes themselves are able to produce ACTH (OTTAVIANI et al., 1999) and CRH (CHROUSOS, 1995). In addition, CRH is also secreted from terminals of ganglionic sympathetic nerves at inflammatory sites. This secretion is suppressed by glucocorticoids (and somatostatin) which exert a complex, not yet completely disentangled effect on the immune system. Immune cells possess intracytoplasmatic MRs and GRs, the latter being more widespread, c.f. in thymus, spleen and lymph nodes (KUSNECOV and RABIN, 1994), but the mechanism of their action has not clearly been unraveled.

The net effect of CRH on immune function, however, seems to decrease cellular immunity, including the secretion of IFN-\(\alpha\), while antibody mediated humoral immunity remains largely unaffected. Accordingly, intracerebroventricular CRH injections in pigs revealed lower activity of natural killer cells, a low neutrophil chemotaxis and a lower percentage of plasma lymphocytes (SALAK-JOHNSON et al.,
Behavioral adaptation

Sustained activation of glucocorticoid receptors in the hippocampus can lead to cellular atrophy and apoptosis (KIM and YOON, 1998; STARKMAN et al., 1999) which may, among other reasons, be the result of an overshooting calcium influx caused by chronically activated glucocorticoid and glutamate receptors. This may lead to an impairment of declarative (rule-) learning during high levels of chronic stress. Moderate and transient stress, however, may be beneficial to learning, an effect that may involve, besides more general arousal functions of noradrenergic inputs, CRH-receptors in the hippocampus which have been found to enhance long-term-potentiation of synaptic efficacy (WANG et al., 1998). Apparently, an important hippocampal CRH source is the amygdala, which has been demonstrated to exert a biphasic (immediate excitatory and long lasting inhibitory) influence on hippocampal plasticity and hence may be the central link between stress and declarative learning (AKIRAV and RICHTER-LEVIN, 1999; KIM and DIAMOND, 2002). In farm animals this type of learning occurs during adaptation to structures of keeping facilities, milking regimes etc. and may be prone to be affected by stress. Emotional learning has been intensively investigated in the rat (for review see KORTE, 2001). However, it can at least be argued to what extent data from this animal can be extrapolated to, for example, large farm animals where typical reactions of rats, like freezing or acoustic startle responses are virtually absent or considerably less expressed. In contrast to declarative memory acquisition where the hippocampus is a major element, emotional behaviors (unconditioned fear, anxiety behaviors) and their modifications by experience (conditioned fear responses) are largely based on the amygdala and its own plasticity (DAVIS, 1994). In humans, electrical stimulation of the amygdala during neurosurgery mainly elicits feelings of fear or apprehension supporting the data from animal experiments. Hence, the sets of largely innate behaviors and physiological reactions which are contingent on negative emotions probably result from amygdaloid activation which is then transferred to neuronal downstream targets being responsible for the observed symptomatic phenomenons. In
the course of life experience specific or contextual information from higher sensory and cognitive centers may enter the amygda loid neuronal networ k and change its properties which may finally lead to the activation of the innate set of physiological and behavioral reactions, now released by learnt stimuli.

Since amygdaloid neurons possess glucocorticoid receptors and are modulated by hippocampal input it is not surprising that glucocorticoids influence emotional behavior and learning. Roughly, the experimental results indicate a permissive role of MRs in the expression of existing stimulus-response chains at low and intermediate levels of glucocorticoids, whereas GRs fascilitate emotional conditioning at higher stress levels (KORTE, 2001). Hence, the hippocampus may act as a brain center that compares existing knowledge on stress-copi ng with the actual situation. If coping strategies exist and work well glucocorticoid levels remain moderate. If, however, coping is unsuccessful the stress level raises and fascilitates searching for and storing of new behavioral solutions. It might be hypothetized, therefore, that mainly hippocampal MRs influence the inhibitory input to the PVN, thus maintaining the basal equilibrium of HPA activity in normal and low-stress situations while the excitatory and modulatory hippocampal efferents to the amygdala supporting emotional learning are GR dominated.

While glucocorticoids have no direct effect on behavior, CRH applied to the brain in pigs resulted in an increased overall motor activity and vocalisation (SALAK-JOHNSON et al., 1997), as it has been found similarly in rats (DUNN and BERRIDGE, 1990; KOOB et al., 1993). A decrement of open field behavior was observed after CRH administration into the amygdala (LIANG and LEE, 1988) and into the locus coeruleus (BUTLER et al., 1990), where electrical activity and, probably as a result, attentive arousal was enhanced with CRH input (VALENTINO et al., 1993).

Behavioral stereotypies are maladaptions that may occur as a result of long lasting unescapable stressful, boring and movement restricted conditions. They frequently express themselves as perpetuated gnawing or chewing, continuous grooming, or circling. There is evidence that in some mammals a low HPA reactivity correlates with a greater tendency to develop stereotypic behaviors (REDBO, 1998; POL et al., 2002). In a study with horses, however, a positive correlation between stereotypic crib-biting and cortisol baseline levels was found (MC GREEVY and NICOL, 1998) and in fowl there was hardly a correlation at all (SAVORYA and MANNA, 1997). Taken together, these results point to a complex and species dependent interplay between HPA-axis activity and the sensitivity to opioids (LADEWIG et al., 1993).

It has been suggested that stereotypies occur in response to high levels of arousal and sympathetic drive, as indicated by sometimes elevated heart rates in stereotyping animals. However, it is more likely that endogenous opiates are critically involved in the generation of stereotypies, as the opiod antagonist nalaxone is able to reduce stereotypic behavior (SCHOUTEN et al., 1991), and in various animals as well as in human individuals opiates are able to elicit stereotype-like behaviors (KATZ et al., 1978; OLIVERIO et al., 1984; ISAACSON and GISPEN, 1990). In elder sows, however, naloxone did not exert large effects on stereotypies, which may indicate more "automatized" behavior (SCHOUTEN, 2000).

The facilitating effect of opioids (particularly β-endorphine with its high affinity to µ- and δ-opioid receptors) on stereotypic behavior may be mediated via the mesolimbic
dopaminergic pathway from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) to the nucleus accumbens (Nac) (CABIB, 1993). In the Nac, dopamine is increased by stress in its shell subdivision (DEUTCH and CAMERON, 1992). It has been found, accordingly, that amphetamines, cocaine, and CRH in the Nac increase stereotypic behavior (LIENAU and KUSCHINSKY, 1997; HOLAHAN et al., 1997). In the light of these results the development of stress induced stereotypes and the glucocorticoid response may each be due to the activation of different CNS systems, the arcuate nucleus-VTA-accumbal axis and the classical HPA axis, respectively. Both may be triggered by CRH but may act more or less independently (Fig. 3).
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**Fig. 3:** The two pathways by which emotional stress may release stereotypic behaviour and / or HPA axis activation (Zwei Wege, über die emotionaler Stress stereotypes Verhalten und / oder HPA-Achsenaktivierung auslösen kann)

### 4. HPA axis and animal welfare

If a prolonged activation of the HPA-axis by chronic stress has several negative effects, what may be the positive biologically adaptive aspect of this endocrine system? The answer becomes evident when the important role of glucocorticoids in the maintenance of homeostasis is mentioned. Glucocorticoids protect the body against overshooting immune reactions which may severely damage tissues and thus may be hazardous to individual survival (MUNCK and GUYRE, 1991). Accordingly, neutralization of endogenous glucocorticoid function results in enhanced pathology and mortality in animals exposed to endotoxins, and similar enhanced pathological effects have been found to occur after viral infections in the absence of an active HPA axis (for review see MILLER, 1998). If a transient stress exposure is considered, in the course of agonistic conflicts for example, the distributing action of glucocorticoids serving immune cells to be at the right places (e.g. skin or peripheral lymph nodes) is certainly another highly adaptive feature.

The facilitation of emotional learning by glucocorticoids is surely adaptive as well in the (transient) stress response. In its best form it may ensure single shock learning of relevant relations during an impressive emotional event (e.g. an electric fence). As a result these relations are readily present in later similar situations and can be used for successful problem solving and the control of future stressful events.

Altogether, in non-stress conditions the HPA axis serves the maintenance of general homeostasis (JOHNSON et al., 1992) by accomplishing the functions of other hormones, as for example insulin and adrenaline, and regulates the metabolism of
proteins, carbohydrates, and fats (DÖCKE, 1994). In stress situations, however, HPA axis activity is able to inhibit biologically costly behaviors and vegetative functions, such as reproduction, feeding and growth.

Regarding the assessment of animal welfare, especially in non-laboratory housings like farm keeping, the greatest difficulties may arise when psychological stress has to be judged (MANTEUFFEL and PUPPE, 1997). Physical stress and diseases are much more overt for evaluation than mental feelings hidden in the central nervous system. It is for that reason that activity of the HPA axis has received much effort to be interpreted in terms of psychological stress. Cortisol can be measured by non-invasive methods (saliva: COOK et al., 1996; SCHÖNREITER and ZANELLA, 2000; urine: HAY and MORMÈDE, 1997), hence, it may be an ideal substrate for measuring stress in farm animals. But how is HPA activity and cortisol correlated to emotional stress perception? Transient, not regularly repeated, short stress and resulting transient responses of the HPA axis during anticipation and coping may not really affect welfare but rather may be a suitable way to overcome boredom, as for example during mating (BORG et al., 1991). However, chronically sustained or repeated stress not only affects welfare but also fertility and, by way of negative effects on the immune system, susceptibility for infections and related diseases. Is this clearly indicated by measures of HPA activity, particularly cortisol? This may be, but with some restrictions. First of all and fundamentally, in order to reduce variations between the measurements nyctohemeral secretions of the HPA axis have to be determined at the minimum or the maximum of the daily rhythm when slight phase shifts between individuals or short delays between the single measurements result only in minor effects on the determined amount of the substance since the intrinsic dynamic variations are small at these points. Further, the HPA response does not only depend on the stressor but also on species- and breed-specific genetic traits and individual experience. Individuality in the stress response, including the HPA axis, must not be underestimated and becomes clearly evident when the important role of the highly modifiable neuronal networks in the amygdala and hippocampus are considered which are crucially involved in the mediation of stress. Accordingly, variations in HPA stress responses depending on individual fate including the prenatal phase have been demonstrated in various species (ROSENBLUM, 1987; WELBERG et al., 2000; WELBERG and SECKL, 2001; OTTEN et al., 2001; TUCHSCHERER et al., 2002) and may result in large individual differences.

For this reason, a multidimensional vector of measures has been demanded as being neccessary for the assessment of stress and welfare (BROOM, 1991; RAMOS and MORMÈDE, 1998; MANTEUFFEL and PUPPE, 2000). This should include as many as possible CRH-induced components from the behavioral, endocrine and immune domains, as well as fertility and diseases. Particularly regarding farm animals in their commercial housings opiate-mediated behaviors like apathy and stereotypies may be observed and behaviorally and physiologically quantified (ZANELLA et al., 1996), cortisol can be determined noninvasively, forms of diseases resulting from weak immune responses can be assessed routinely and vocalisations can be registrated automatically (SCHÖN et al., 2001). However, before such measures can be applied in commercial housings they have to be calibrated, cross-calibrated and validated in defined and well-controlled situations in order to secure their value for conclusions on emotional state and welfare disturbances.
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